PRECISE ENGINEERING is responsible for the long life of Anthony ATU Series Tuckunder structural lifting components. Acting in response to hydraulic pressure, the adapter frame assembly and platform arms form a “parallelogram” which forces the liftgate platform to move up and down in a stable fashion. The main force of this action is transferred to the adapter frame which holds the liftgate mechanism to the truck frame, and especially to the pins and hinge points which secure the liftgate arms. On many competing models, over time and with high-cycle usage, these hinge points become worn and “egg-shaped.” This wear and tear results in a loss of symmetrical movement of the liftgate arms, causing uneven lifting or “platform sag.” To repair this worn condition often requires expensive time-consuming replacement of pins and hinge plates. Anthony ATU Series Tuckunder Liftgates feature special pins and a special propriety process to the adapter frame which prevents this wearing and allows us to offer a full lifetime warranty on the adapter frame assembly! For more information about our Adapter Frame Assembly Warranty or any of our other quality standard features call Anthony Customer Support at (815) 842-3383. You can also fax your request to (815) 844-3612. Be sure to visit our Web site at www.anthonyliftgates.com.

Anthony offers lifetime adapter frame warranty!

A special propriety process reduces friction and rotational wear and helps eliminate platform sagging and expensive repair.

Three views of the ATU Tuckunder liftgate (A), Adapter frame assembly area (B), and closeup of the adapter frame and pin (C).